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ROTA SPIKE®
The ultimate fence and gate topping deterrent, Rota Spike® can also be utilised on
buildings, to protect vulnerable points, for example windows and roof parapets.

•• Supplied 6m lengths or to suit
•• Inner tube 41.4mm Ø
•• 70 Rota Spike® per tube per 6m
•• Fixed at 3m centres (top of wall)
•• Fixed at 2m centres (face of wall)
•• Spikes to rotate making it impossible to climb over

VIPER SPIKE®
Viper Spike® represents a new dimension in security - more imposing than barbed wire,
it offers a formidable deterrent to the would-be climber. Designed to form a three
dimensional barrier, its strong 170mm long 10mm diameter spikes are complete with
extremely sharp points.

•• 1.1m long
•• 40 x 6mm flat bar
•• 9 pairs of spikes 10mm diameter
•• Width (including spikes) 230mm
•• Height 170mm

VIPER SPIKE® 3
Viper Spike® 3 is designed to prevent intruders from climbing drainpipes or other vertical
structures. Available at 200m wide x 150mm stand-off as standard or made to measure to
suit applications.

•• 100mm deep x 200mm wide
•• 8 pairs of spikes
•• 40 x 60mm flat bar

COBRA SPIKE®
Cobra Spike® security topping is a Secured by Design accredited product designed for use
on the tops of fences, gates or walls.

•• 1.5m long with 110mm spikes
•• Pitch of spikes 80mm and depth of spikes 95mm
•• Width of base approximately 50mm

COBRA SPIKE® ROTARY
Cobra Spike® Rotary is made up of two lengths of modified Cobra Spike® affixed to a
3.0m x 41mm galvanised tube.

•• 3.0m long x 180mm wide x 270mm high
•• Easy to install
•• Virtually impossible to climb over
We recommend that spikes should be attached to wall and fences at a minimum
height of 2.5m, with warning signs every 10m or change in direction.

BARBED WIRE AND TAPE
A range of galvanised barbed tape and wire is available to further enhance the perimeter
security in different applications whether as a fence and gate topping or in drop zones.
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